Beverages

Coffee

True Brew
Espresso
$2

Americano
$2

Macchiato
$3
Espresso with a dash of frothy steamed milk

Cortado
$3

Cappuccino
$3.50

Latte
$4

Rock Canyon Cold Brew
$4

The Frothy
Rock Canyon Coffee cold brew with house-made brown sugar vanilla syrup, topped with velvety frothed milk
$5

Teas

Two Leaves and a Bud (Over Ice or Hot)
(see display for varieties)
$3

RISHI Matcha Latte
$5

London Fog
TL&B Earl gray tea with steamed milk and house-made vanilla syrup
$4

Chai Latte
TL&B "Just Right Chai Latte Mix" and milk (try with house vanilla)
$4

soy milk & oat milk available for an additional charge